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At Construction Specialties, we use good design with clean in mind when creating 
our product solutions. Our durable products are made with materials that resist the 
growth of bacteria and are easy to clean, saving you time and money on maintenance.

Acrovyn® Wall Coverings + Panels and Wall Protection

Acrovyn’s PVC-free, suede texture surface provides superior durability and cleanability 
that keeps interiors looking beautiful for years. Our Acrovyn wall protection and wall 
coverings are bacterial and fungal resistant and don’t require any special cleaners.

Acrovyn by Design® Tapestry™

The Acrovyn by Design® Tapestry™ Collection combines the beauty of nature’s colors 
and textures with Acrovyn’s industry-proven durability and performance. When 
compared to fabric or wallpaper, Tapestry is easier to clean, has exceptional bacterial 
resistance, and is longer-lasting.

Acrovyn® Doors

Acrovyn Doors are durable and easy-to-clean with a patented design that offers better 
protection against constant wear and impact, especially at the edges where most door 
damage occurs, and is proven to resist bacteria and fungal growth.
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Cubicle Curtains + Track Systems

CSelect™ Disposable Curtains
Attractive and recyclable, CSelect disposables are designed with natural elements 
in mind, bringing calm and tranquility to a space and providing the aesthetic of 
real fabric, while meeting the functional requirements of disposable curtains. The 
disposable curtain material is treated with antimicrobial agents to protect against 
bacteria and provides the ability to simply remove and recycle the existing curtain and 
replace it with a new disposable curtain.

HUSH Curtain® + Clean-In-Place™
Our HUSH Curtain with Clean-In-Place vinyl not only offers sound dampening, but also 
doesn’t need laundering, making it ideal for areas that require frequent cleanings. These 
privacy curtains are fabricated with a wipeable vinyl laminate and an antimicrobial 
fabric protection that lasts the lifetime of the curtain. Clean-In-Place curtains can be 
supplied with either no mesh, traditional mesh, Zip Top mesh, or On the Right Track® 
with mesh.

On the Right Track® 
On the Right Track is a quiet, hookless curtain and track system that allows you to 
remove curtains for cleaning in seconds. The curtain rings are integrated into the 
curtain fabric, designed to mount directly onto the straight or radiused track, and are 
rugged enough to withstand countless washings. Hospital staff can easily use the 
unique Grabber Bar tool for fast and quiet curtain changes in seconds without the use 
of ladders. On the Right Track is available for traditional fabrics or disposable curtains, 
including CSelect, as well as HUSH Curtains.
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